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The Boundary-spanning Role of Democratic
Learning Communities
Implementing the IDEALS
Leslie Williams, Jean Cate and Mary John O’Hair
A B S T R A C T
This multi-case study investigates characteristics and practices in schools that expand
the traditional boundaries of school leadership and transform schools into democratic
learning communities based on the level of implementation of the IDEALS framework.
This investigation serves as a modus to illuminate democratic processes that change
schools and address the needs of the students, not the needs of the adults in the
system. A sample of five purposefully selected high schools, from the Midwest USA,
was utilized. The schools serve Grade 9–12 students, but vary in size, residential area
and socioeconomic status of the students. This study illuminates some of the
challenges and strategies that facilitate or impede the process of creating more
democratic schools that expand the boundaries of inquiry and discourse to include a
broader range of community stakeholders and that respect and embrace issues of
equity.
K E Y W O R D S collaboration, democratic learning communities, high schools, school change,
teacher leadership, teacher learning
Introduction
Today’s traditional school structures are characterized as bureaucracies
arranged into hierarchies with top-down leadership, isolating teachers and
creating a culture that negatively impacts educational quality and systemic
school change. Yet, John Dewey (1916) posits that democratic societies provide
open participation focused on the common good and schools that function as
democratic societies display differing aims and methods from those that do not.
In fact, some establish barriers to the practices of open participation for the
common good. Furman and Shields (2003) argue that democracy is less about
acceptance of individual rights and majority rule and more about mutual under-
standing and interdependence focused on actions for the common good. In fact,
they warn that weak democratic practices can perpetuate the status quo and
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marginalization of minority groups. They further argue the interdependency of
democratic community and social justice as transformative ideals. Green (1999)
proposes that a democratic ideal can guide and temper the development of a
community in which diversity and reflective inquiry are respected and encour-
aged.
A school should be a place in which teachers and students learn ‘the art of
living together as citizens’ (Meier, 2002: 176) and should ‘promote individual
growth and participation in a democratic society’ (O’Hair et al., 2000: 6). Collab-
orative inquiry and discourse are important factors in sustaining the effort to
create a professional learning community (PLC) and reduce this isolation, and
evidence exists of improved student learning in schools with collaborative
norms (Lee and Smith, 1996; Newmann and Wehlage, 1995; Schmoker, 1999;
Williams et al., 2008). Apple and Beane (1995) provide case study evidence of
democratic practices in public schools, while Cate et al. (2006) provide a case
study of the transformation of a public elementary school from a traditional
school, into a professional learning community, and ultimately to a democra-
tic learning community.
The purpose of the study reported in this article is to investigate character-
istics and practices in schools that expand the traditional boundaries of school
leadership and transform schools into democratic learning communities. This
study seeks answers to these questions: what are the differences between high
schools that establish barriers to open participation and those that expand their
boundaries? How do high schools change and become more democratic?
The Framework
The broader conviction for public education must be that of democracy which
ensures quality learning and citizenship for all and must not yield to economic
pressures to produce a quality workforce (Goodlad and McMannon, 1997).
Glickman (1998: 8) advocates for ‘democracy as education’ based on the
capacity for learning with and from each other and active participation in the
process of teaching and learning. Changing traditional schools into communi-
ties that foster increased learning and active participation requires strong lead-
ership from a group of committed individuals who are willing to question their
practices, engage in discourse, and learn from each other. These initial stages
of change within a school have been known to transform a school into a
learning community (O’Hair et al., 2000). Changes in a school community
move along a continuum from a traditional school to a PLC and finally to a
democratic learning community (Cate, 2004; O’Hair et al., 2000) (see Figure 1).
Traditional Schools
High schools are resistant to change (Brady, 2008; Hargreaves and Goodson,
2006). Brady (2008) cites evidence of the departmentalization of high schools
as a component in this resistance. McLaughlin and Talbert (2001) suggest that
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the work of most high school teachers is a private enterprise and their success
is viewed as based on individual teacher quality. The leader determines what
is shared and when it is shared. Elmore (2000) suggests that school institutions
responded to progressive mandates through assuming the lack of teacher
professionalism, establishing administrative-heavy supervisory structures, and
increasing the size of schools. These responses focus on the management of
processes outside instruction, rather than providing structures for reflection on
instruction. In traditional schools, inquiry and discourse focus on issues outside
of teaching and learning and are filtered through the leader who serves to
protect instruction, and classrooms are lacking in authentic experiences for
students (Elmore, 2000).
Professional Learning Communities
Creating structures and practices, such as establishing trust, sharing and
critiquing best practices, and sharing of decisions, moves traditional schools
toward becoming PLCs. This process of change is often underestimated because
leaders do not grasp the need to differentiate based on teachers’ skills and
knowledge involved in changing a school’s capacity (Darling-Hammond, 1997).
Learning communities can be attained when schools’ staffs are involved in
collaborative systems with a shared purpose to increase student learning (Hord,
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Figure 1 Steps in progressing from a traditional schooling to a learning community to a democratic
community
• Teaching in isolation
• Discourse focuses on discipline and other problems
• Changes begin to occur with:
• Questioning externally imposed mandates and policies
• Intervention with outside expertiseTraditiontal School
• Sharing best practices
• Building trust and cooperation
• Community develops as:
• Inquiry and Discourse focus on critquing practices and struggles for meeting the needs of students
• Shared leadership broadens as communities of practice develop
Professional Learning
Community
• Authenticity expands and democratic learning opportunities develop
• Greater sharing of leadership, power, and authority
• Taking collective responsibility
• Democratic practices lead to:
• Addressing equity concerns
• Serving others and the common good
Democratic Learning
Community
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1997; Joyce and Calhoun, 1996; Joyce et al., 1999; Louis et al., 1996; Newmann
and Wehlage, 1995).
The process of change from a traditional high school to a learning commu-
nity is a slow process in which numerous challenges must be overcome (Wells
and Feun, 2007). The building leader needs to have a conceptual understand-
ing of what it means to be a learning community, and also how to lead others
through the change process (Wells and Feun, 2007). From their investigation of
the principal’s role in a learning community, Morrisey et al. (1999) suggest that
principals start by establishing mechanisms through which they can obtain
input regularly from staff. After having the knowledge and skills for participat-
ing through meaningful leadership roles, members of the community can
assume those roles and continue their learning and often reflect on their
learning and take actions accordingly.
Technology integration processes can be advantageous in contributing to the
development of a collaborative culture in professional learning community
development (Burns, 2002, Dexter et al., 2002, Riel and Fulton, 2001; Williams,
2006). When teachers collaboratively plan lessons and share ideas about
 integrating technology, similar changes in their classroom practices begin to
occur (Becker and Riel, 2000). The increase in technology use in our society
calls for schools to integrate technology into the learning process. A reciprocal
relationship exists between technology integration and development of charac-
teristics of a professional learning community (Atkinson et al., 2008). Through
technology integration nurtured within a learning community, teachers
become focused on continuous growth, and systemic changes within the school
are produced (Williams et al., 2008).
Democratic Learning Community
In a school with a democratic-oriented leader, the actions for professional
learning can became the foundation for democratic processes. When schools
move into sharing of authority, collective identities, communities of practice,
and serving others, a more democratic learning community emerges (Cate et
al., 2006). Establishing a democratic learning community, especially in a high
school, requires knowledge intensivity for all actors in the system (Darling-
Hammond, 1997), but especially for the leader. Murphy (2002) proposes a
three-tier model of school leadership that addresses these complex tasks
through social justice, school improvement, and democratic community. He
further explains their conceptualization through metaphors of moral steward,
a leader with a strong sense of purpose that focuses on justice, community, and
high-quality teaching and learning; educator, a leader who addresses the peda-
gogical grounding for a focus on learning for all of the school community; and,
community builder, a leader who opens up communication lines among
multiple stakeholders and nurtures an increase in meaningful involvement that
focuses on the best interests of students. Stefkovich and Begley (2007) explain
that the dispositions of principals in the interpretation of what is in the best
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interest of the student shapes the decision-making of democratic leaders.
Lambert (2005) explains that these school leaders continually engage in
 reflective and self-critical analysis to pursue the building of leadership capacity.
Spillane et al. (1999) advance the theory that democratic leaders involve shared
leadership across the system in an interdependent web. Lappe and DuBois
(1994) describe a living democracy as one with enabling relationships that
expand power with a focus on the common good and opportunities to experi-
ence democracy through discourse, diversity and conflict, listening, judging
and reflecting. These characteristics of democratic learning communities
increase students’ learning (Cate et al., 2006).
A democratic learning community depends on a proactive principal who
encourages job-embedded learning, teacher leadership, and involvement in
meaningful decisions (Cate et al., 2006; Huffma et al., 2001; Reitzug and O’Hair,
2002). According to Dewey (1927), an educated citizenry contributes to its
advancement. Democratic schools not only teach about democracy, but also
create conditions for democracy by promoting an open flow of ideas, having
faith in people’s capacity to resolve problems, allowing opportunities for critical
reflection, and focusing on the greater good balanced with individual dignity
(Apple and Beane, 1995).
Although leadership is shared in a democratic community, still the leader
‘must have the skills, knowledge, and disposition to work collaboratively and
foster democratic community’ (Kochan and Reed, 2005: 78). Kochan and Reed
(2005: 78) label these leaders ‘transcendent’, meaning ‘they can transcend
circumstances, traditions, and barriers to create democratic environments as a
natural part of their leadership role’. Democratic schools leaders ‘engage in
building capacity rather than building empires’ (Rusch, 1995: 18). ‘Leadership
in a democratic school is viewed as being embodied in acts that may come from
anyone in the school community, including teachers, students, and parents’
(Reitzug and O’Hair, 2002: 122).
IDEALS as a Foundation for Democratic Learning Communities
Schools move toward democracy by encouraging ‘participation, communica-
tion, and cross-cultural cooperation’ (Furman and Shields, 2003: 8). As
teamwork is instituted, the emergence of communities of practice that nurture
learning and generate new practices and knowledge through being shared both
explicitly and tacitly, begin to focus on the needs of students, rather than the
needs of adults (Cate, 2004). O’Hair et al. (2000) describe strategies through
which leaders share decisions, face obstacles and adjust practices as they
address issues of social justice, equity and learning for all students. They
propose a framework for creating and maintaining democratic learning commu-
nities, known as the IDEALS—Inquiry, Discourse, Equity, Authenticity, Leader -
ship and Service—that includes inquiring about practices, supporting discourse
about learning, focusing on equity issues, making learning connections with
the real world, sharing leadership and promoting service.
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Through inquiry, school community members critically study their instruc-
tional and school practices, bringing community members together to engage
with them as partners in discourse about these needs and possible courses of
action to address their needs (Glickman, 1993). From the voices and ideas of
all stakeholders, issues of equity emerge to the forefront during the discourse
and decision making. Equity is a pivotal component of a democratic commu-
nity that ‘embraces individual differences, multiple group identities, and a
unifying political community all at once’ (Parker, 1996: 117). Diversity is not
only accepted in democratic learning communities, it is cherished (Apple and
Beane, 1995; Veugelers and Zijlstra, 2005). With a focus on authentic teaching,
learning, and assessment students engage in construction of new knowledge
through conducting disciplined inquiry about topics with value beyond the
school (Newmann and Wehlage, 1995). Lessons are relevant and require
complex problem-solving or higher order thinking skills. Students may be
involved in service learning or have an audience for their learning outside of
their classroom or school. Sharing information, ideas, engaging in authentic
practices, and learning through inquiry and discourse builds the leadership
capacity of the members of the school community (Lambert, 1998, 2003).
Serving the common good through this work and reciprocating with valued
interaction and service expands the boundaries of the school community and
reaches to issues of the greater community (Apple and Beane, 1995). Service is
a key component of a democratic learning community that sets it apart from a
PLC (Reitzug and O’Hair, 2002). Without such a component the ideals of demo-
cratic learning communities can seem to be ‘all talk and no action’ (O’Hair et
al., 2000: 431). Democratic learning communities teach students ‘to learn, to
serve, to question, and to act’ (Glickman, 2003: 318).
In a democratic learning community that focuses on the IDEALS, collegial
groups of teachers share tasks, resources and practices in an interdependent
extended learning community that focuses on the common good and actions
for the best interest of students (O’Hair et al., 2000). This democratic learning
community model is a basis of the IDEALS model for school renewal (O’Hair
et al., 2005) and forms a foundation of the university–school network supported
through a technology grant project investigated as a part of this study. Further-
more, the IDEALS serve as the theoretical framework for this study.
Methodology
The case study methodology is useful for studying meaning with a holistic view
for describing the deeper understanding behind the processes (Merriam, 1998).
Case study is a process of investigation (Creswell, 2003) and valuable in creating
a deep understanding of particular people or situations in comprehensive ways
(Patton, 1990). Merriam (1998) posits that researchers must artificially separate
the phenomenon from the context, yet understand that the phenomenon is
dependent of that context. The focus of this multi-case study is on democratic
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processes with school change as the phenomenon. The multi-case study
methodology serves as a modus to illuminate democratic processes that change
schools and address the needs of the students, not the needs of the adults in
the system.
Data Collection and Analysis
The study is a five-school, multi-case study that includes three data sets: (1)
documents, such as action plans from school leaders, files and notebooks from
the school-university network, grant proposals, surveys, reports and records;
(2) semi-structured interviews, with both leaders and several teachers from
each school; and (3) field notes, with school and classroom observations and
professional development reports. Confidentiality is maintained for the schools,
teachers and principals through the use of pseudonyms when discussing the
qualitative results. Triangulation of data and member checks give school leaders
the opportunity to review the transcripts and notes from their interviews and
observations. The researchers are a part of the context. Thus, the researchers
strive to bracket the data for objectivity. Data were reviewed independently by
the researchers. The interviews serve as the primary source of data, with the
field notes and documents used to support the interview data. The researchers
compile and review the three sets of data from each case separately. Each
researcher identifies examples of the IDEALS and then these examples are
compiled, compared, and discussed. From these data, the researchers develop
the multi-case study.
This multi-case study is descriptive in nature with the democratic learning
community model, known as the IDEALS, as the foundation for analysis. This
study investigates both insights of individual cases as well as compares the
insights across the five cases (Merriam, 1998).
The Cases
The five purposefully selected high schools in this study serve Grade 9–12
students, but vary in size, residential area and socioeconomic status of the
students. These US high schools are located in a Midwest state. Table 1 shows
demographic information for the high schools studied.
Table 1 shows how the school size and demographics vary. The two suburban
high schools have 2082 students and 126 teachers and 1822 students with 113
teachers, while the rural high school has 126 students with 23 teachers. The
range in poverty is from 19% free and reduced lunch students in the rural
community to 53% free and reduced lunch students at the rural town, while
the non-white population in the rural community is 10%, with 46% non-white
in the rural city.
The study includes these five high schools: High School (HS) Apple; HS
Bartlett Pear; HS Cherry; HS Dogwood; and HS Magnolia. The study began in
2004 and ended in 2006 (see Table 2). Each of the five high school principals have
participated in a 75-hour leadership development professional development
Educational Management Administration & Leadership 37(4)
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program provided as a part of the university–school network originally through
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and maintained through a state trust.
In this program, school leaders receive a laptop computer and they engage in
collaborative networking for the purpose of facilitating systemic school changes
based on the IDEALS framework to improve student achievement. Four of the
high school leaders in the study receive the PLC/technology grant. The school
technology grant focuses on the development of a professional learning
community using technology integration to increase student achievement. The
grant also requires that schools select a learning team, with representative
members of the school community, to build leadership capacity for change
through implementation of their goals. Two of the high school leaders receive
a United States Department of Education grant for smaller learning communi-
ties (SLC), which focuses on establishing structures for collaboration, student
supports and learning community development. One of the schools receives
both grants and implements the PLC/technology grant to facilitate student
learning in a ninth grade, freshman core team as part of the smaller learning
communities grant project. The implementation of the grant goals of each of
these schools is supported through a university–school partnership. (Note: the
university–school partnership is led by the researchers of this study. Bracket-
ing, independent review and comparison of findings, and member review of
interviews and notes provide some minimization of the bias of the researchers.)
The grants provide resources and incentives for change with specific goals
determined by each school team. The grants’ resources include professional
development, release time for teachers to work together in small groups, moni-
toring and accountability, and access to external expertise.
Findings
High schools are harder to change than other school levels because they are
more organizationally and institutionally regimented and tend to be profoundly
resistant to change (McLaughlin and Talbert, 2001). The pre-data show that
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Table 1 Demographic data from high school study sites
Number of Number of Residential
School students teachers area Poverty (%) Minority (%)
High school 1: Apple 832 48 Rural city 48 46
High school 2: Bartlett Pear 330 23 Rural 19 10
community
High school 3: Cherry 312 32 Rural town 53 27
High school 4: Dogwood 1,822 113 Suburban 27 23
High school 5: Magnolia 2,082 126 Suburban 22 19
Source: School report cards retrieved from http://www.schoolreportcard.org/.
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three of the schools are traditional in governance structures, while the two
larger schools have an established system of shared governance with the
teacher leadership team meeting regularly as representatives of their depart-
ment. One teacher describes her perception prior to the grant, and states,
‘Often times as a teacher you just do your job in the classroom and think that
nobody cares what you think and that the administration will just tell us what
to do and make decisions for us.’ Challenges that a principal of one of the larger
school identifies are communication and collaboration. Similarly, the principal
in one of the smaller rural schools identifies collaboration and staff develop-
ment as challenges, mentioning that the school has multiple initiatives in
progress at once. A teacher in another rural school notes that teacher isolation
existed before the grant initiative.
As the first year of the study progresses, teachers begin to share their prac-
tices, share their learning, and share aspects of leadership. Most of the princi-
pals provide supportive conditions within the school, which impacts these
shared processes. In one school, the lack of supportive conditions thwarts the
sharing of practices, learning, and leadership. Table 2 shows the grant project
involvement of each school and identifies which schools are categorized as
traditional schools or professional learning communities at the beginning of the
study and the category for each school at the end of the study.
Table 2 shows that three of the schools in the study begin as traditional
schools, and two of these three schools transform into professional learning
communities by 2006. Yet, one school stagnates at the traditional school
category. Two schools begin with characteristics similar to professional learning
communities and both progress towards becoming democratic learning
communities. Varying levels of implementation of the IDEALS framework are
exhibited by each of the schools and these seem to indicate whether the school
moves towards becoming a learning community.
Educational Management Administration & Leadership 37(4)
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Table 2 Interventions (grant initiatives) and school structures at the beginning of the study (2004)
end of the study (2006)
Smaller
learning Traditional
Technology community school PLC Democratic
grant grant structures structures LC structures
HS 1: Apple 2004 2004 2006 +
HS 2: Bartlett Pear 2004 2004 2006 +
HS 3: Cherry 2004 2004
HS 4: Dogwood 2004 2004 2004 2006
HS 5: Magnolia 2004 2004 2006
Note: A + indicates that processes were in their initial phase.
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Inquiry
In four of the five high schools, the principals establish multiple means for gath-
ering stakeholder input. These range from surveys, meetings, committees, core
teams and departments. Several of the schools focus on sharing their school’s
data and using these data to inquire into their school and classroom practices.
One principal remarks, ‘We collect data for everything we do. In a meeting
earlier this week, my teacher leadership team gathered data from a needs
assessment . . .’. She continues to explain that her school has used a shared
leader ship team to develop the technology grant. In one of the schools a retired
mathematics teacher organizes, analyzes, graphs and explains their school’s
data, which enhances the staff’s understanding of the data. While at Cherry high
school, the principal admits that he has provided limited opportunities for the
teachers to meet and is trying to implement seven initiatives simultaneously.
His teachers state that they lack commitment to the grant and feel over-
whelmed with the multiple initiatives for which they are responsible.
For the schools involved in the grant that focuses on developing technology-
enriched learning communities, administrators and teachers emphasize that
technology has become a powerful tool to enhance inquiry and the use of data.
One teacher states that their school is ‘extensively using data to drive decisions
to modify and improve instructional strategies and more teacher collaboration
through the team meetings as well as interdepartmentally’. Some teachers
admit their initial reluctance to change, but as they begin to inquire together
about technology integration processes, the support of the principal and
learning team convinces them to proceed. In fact, a teacher shares, ‘It [technol-
ogy] encourages the development of the teachers to become learners with the
students.’
Discourse
In four of the five high schools, discourse begins to center around teaching and
learning, with administrators supporting the time for the learning team to plan
and work with other teachers. One teacher shares that the professional devel-
opment sessions ‘were a pinnacle of sharing information and learning together’.
Several of the principals provide common planning times for team meetings.
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Table 3 IDEALS implementation in study sites
IDEALS HS 1: HS 2: HS 3: HS 4: HS 5:
implementation Apple Bartlett Pear Cherry Dogwood Magnolia
Inquiry Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Discourse Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Equity Some Some No Yes Yes
Authenticity Some Some No Yes Yes
Leadership Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Service Some Yes No Yes Yes
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These meeting times allow teachers to inquire about and have discourse
concerning their practices. Another administrator also provides opportunities
for team meetings, even arranging for student programs to allow teachers time
to plan together.
In the technology grant schools, many of the leaders and teachers discuss
how they share resources and ideas as well as how technology enhances the
sharing. They are able to share what they are learning and producing via email
and school servers. One teacher emphasizes, ‘Collaboration has increased
because we can also share practices via email . . . we communicate with each
other back and forth and are able to discuss teaching strategies.’ Each of the
principals share that effective communication to all stakeholders is key to their
progress. ‘We can’t just say that we should collaborate, but as principals we have
to put it into practice and get everyone involved. Then you’re not just this
school . . . you’re actually a good, productive community of learners.’ She
continues, ‘Technology integration is a great place for teachers to start with
focused dialogue. They are working . . . to support each other and share and
learn together.’
At four of the five schools, venues for both formal and informal discourse are
embedded into school practices. One of the schools establishes a parent
advisory council and the principal and council members present together about
their organization at state conferences. The administrator of the fifth school,
who admittedly does not involve stakeholders or establish supportive structures
for discourse, explains, ‘We’re not as far as we need to be, and I don’t have
anything in place to set this expectation formally. Our parents tend to have
blue-collar jobs and don’t have time or knowledge to offer. We’re the experts,
and we think that parents should step back, listen to us and let us do our job
as the professional educators.’
Equity
Equity is addressed at varying levels at the high schools. One school princi-
pal stresses that technology engages and motivates students and that she has
seen increases in attendance and decreases in discipline problems in class-
rooms that are incorporating more authentic teaching and learning. She
reflects that technology was the hook and that all kids benefited from more
authentic instruction, ‘but for some of my at-risk kids, it’s the magic potion
that engages them in the learning’. Survey data for one of the schools show a
significant increase in making important decisions based on doing what is best
for student learning. When reflecting on what has made a difference, a teacher
shares, ‘freshmen teams have really helped us identify and help at-risk kids’.
This school begins to consider the perspective of the student and the needs
of the student, instead of blaming the student or outside factors as many tradi-
tional schools do.
A review of student organizations in schools demonstrates a difference of
offerings in the two larger high schools from the smaller schools. Both suburban
Educational Management Administration & Leadership 37(4)
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schools have student organizations that promote awareness of different cultures
and groups such as Black or African American students, Gay and Lesbian
Alliances and other ethnic groups that included Native American, Chinese or
Latino. While the smaller schools provide fewer student organizations, HS
Cherry lists the fewest.
Authenticity
Authenticity in the classroom includes student construction of knowledge,
engagement in deep inquiry around a concept, collaboration among students,
and value beyond school through connections to the real world. Teachers
begin to experiment with student collaboration first. One principal shares that
the technology grant changes her school stating, ‘I have seen dramatic
changes in the classrooms and how teachers are interacting with the students.’
One teacher explains, ‘the extra layer of interactivity that technology brings
as an instruction tool changes the way the students perceive information
forever. Students transfer their knowledge among the content areas and . . .
make connections’. Another principal emphasizes the changes brought about
by the technology and smaller learning community initiatives, sharing that
teachers are ‘providing authentic experiences for their students that enhance
interdisciplinary connections, problem solving and critical thinking’. A teacher
shares how she has begun to take risks towards authentic teaching as she
includes essential questions and group tasks. The hands-on experiences where
students have an opportunity to actively participate in the lesson involves
them in their own learning rather than being passive participants. ‘At first it’s
scary, but once you get into it, you get excited about a new way of teaching
that involves students more.’ Caring teachers plan together to integrate inno-
vative techniques and begin to see how they are making a difference for
student learning.
For some of the ‘old-school’ teachers, instructional practices transform from
traditional lecture style to providing problem-based and authentic experiences
for students. The teachers’ role in the classroom changes from knowledge-giver
to knowledge-facilitator. As teachers become more comfortable, not experts,
with the use of technology; they are more willing to take risks and offer oppor-
tunities for their students. The increased knowledge and new teaching strate-
gies foster empowerment and reflection for teachers and is mirrored by active
experiences that empower and engage students in producing their own
learning and creating authentic products. In both SLC schools, teachers work
collaboratively to create and teach relevant problem-based classroom lessons.
A teacher shares what is making a difference as, ‘Multiple strategies to involve
student learning; shared value system and goals; implementation common to
all teachers; complex thinking and multiple exposures to all curriculum activ-
ities.’ Another teacher reflects on changes in the classroom stating, ‘Student
learning increases when they are able to become accountable to themselves,
rather than to the teacher.’ One school invites students to join teachers in the
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curriculum planning for advisory classes for the upcoming year. Cherry high
school teachers continue to use worksheets and texts as their primary teaching
tools.
Leadership
Four of the five schools extensively involve the leadership team in school-wide
decision-making. One principal shares, ‘I learned to step back and give power
to them. They were more aggressive than I would have been . . .’. In fact, ‘the
team members gain confidence and competency . . . Through a collaborative
approach, we received support from central office and the school board in our
decisions.’ Teachers emphasize that school staffs learn more from each other in
small groups with students’ involvement and assistance than in large group
workshops. ‘The students caught the wave of excitement . . . for total school
involvement.’ Another principal reflects that his team leaders have learned so
much about leadership and comments, ‘It was new and scary . . . they have
done an exceptional job in leading their team groups and accepting the teacher
leader role.’ He continues, ‘It was much easier for team leaders to sell the vision
and get ownership from their peers than if I would have done it in a top-down
autocratic manner.’ A shared vision guides school changes as one teacher
reports, ‘We have an overall vision of where we want to take our school, and
dedicated people trying to reach those goals.’ Stakeholder involvement is also
being expanded and making a difference in several of the schools. ‘Parents,
students, teachers, counselors, and administrators work as a team to enhance
student learning.’
In contrast, at the fifth school, the superintendent and central office staff
develop the grant application, along with several other grant initiatives. The
principal admits that he thought implementation would happen naturally and
that he had established no processes for collaboration or professional develop-
ment for the grant. He mentions that he has teachers who are unwilling to
change and he admits that he struggles with how to prepare them for reform
initiatives. The leadership team is a requirement of the grant, but they report
feeling unsure of their responsibilities and overwhelmed with the multiple
initiatives they are expected to implement.
Service
Each of the schools has student groups that engage in some form of service.
The groups are more traditional at three of the high schools, with academic
related organizations that conduct community service projects such as a Future
Business Leaders of America organization that provides community service and
a media club that provides school videos and works on the website. Larger
service learning initiatives are active at the other schools. One school cooper-
ates with the City-in-Schools and Adopt-a-School in community service initia-
tives, and one has students who collaborate with an elementary school on
several service projects.
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Service is also provided by the school staff. One principal shares how she and
teacher leaders identify students at the holidays who need assistance and
provide food and gifts for their families. The SLC grant focuses on addressing
the needs of all students. Thus, levels of intervention are established to support
students who are having difficulty at both high schools involved in the grant.
One of the schools implements a Link Crew concept in which senior student
leaders mentor freshmen, while the other studies the possibility of a similar
project. One teacher shares, ‘The services available are making the greatest
difference for our students’ learning. We are teachers to all students. I have
never felt that my students didn’t belong to all the teachers here. A great system
exists here for all of us.’ Service learning is included in leadership classes and
service learning is a part of a few core and elective courses at these schools.
Discussion
Both grant awards include a budget for professional development of teachers,
collaborative norms, and a focus on impacting students. Yet, why are some
grant implementations more effective than others? Could the differences rest
with the dispositions and practices of the principal? If so, what are the disposi-
tions and practices that lead to democratic learning communities that expand
the boundaries?
Three of the schools are traditional schools when the grants are initiated,
while two are progressing towards becoming a PLC. When the grants are
awarded and the goals of the grants are established, two of the traditional
schools and the two PLC schools involve and embrace teacher leadership
teams. Supportive conditions are established that allow inquiry and discourse
through teacher leadership teams that progress to implement grant goals.
Inquiry, discourse, and shared leadership are the initiating strategies that create
the impetus for a shared vision and shared implementation of grant goals.
These processes occur through formal structures, such as professional develop-
ment, team meetings, and department meetings, as well as through informal
sharing, such as mentoring, peer-support, and email. With the foundation of
inquiry and discourse into teaching practices, four of the five schools initiate
authentic teaching and learning practices. Equity issues are topics of conversa-
tion, yet it is not until the foundational IDEALS has been established that these
issues are addressed.
Each school has teachers at differing levels and with differing needs which
increases the difficulty level of the change process as proposed by Darling-
Hammond (1997), and by expanding teacher leadership the schools are able to
address these differing needs. The exception is found at HS Cherry in which
teacher leadership is lacking. The building leader does not have a vision for
how a learning community can assist the change process, nor did he know how
to lead the change process, principle qualities which are identified as critical
to making the change happen (Wells and Feun, 2007). Instead, he blames
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teachers, saying they are resistant to change, and blames the system, in that
too many initiatives exist. In contrast, the other principals of HS Apple and HS
Bartlett Pear involve the staff in the implementation phase of the grant and
establish mechanisms through which input regularly is gathered from staff, a
key to the development of a learning community (Morrisey et al., 1999).
Four of the principals begin to move their schools to a more democratic
community through their actions as a moral steward, educator, and community
builder (Murphy, 2002). For example, HS Dogwood and HS Magnolia principals
provide professional development on innovative teaching and learning prac-
tices. The schools expand their boundaries for learning by engaging in confer-
ences, site visits, and meetings through a university–school partnership, its
network of schools, and other outside expertise. Through the network of
schools, these schools gain knowledge and ideas about how other schools are
addressing challenges. With the exception of HS Cherry, teachers from these
schools inquire about the practices of others and engage in dialogue within and
across their own boundaries. However, HS Cherry is represented in network
meetings, gatherings, and conferences by district personnel, rather than by the
principal or teachers.
In four of the five schools, student groups exist to support the diverse groups
of students. These student groups work towards social justice. HS Apple and
HS Bartlett Pear, provide additional planning times for teachers to share and
prepare high-quality learning lessons for students. These four principals
likewise begin to expand the school community boundaries, soliciting input and
ideas from parents and community members. These leaders work collabora-
tively to foster democratic community (Kochan and Reed, 2005), providing
opportunities and support for others to develop their own leadership capacity.
As leadership capacity is built, teachers begin to reflect on their roles and
deepen their learning towards more democratic processes (Cate et al., 2006).
As teachers collaborate as teams with shared understandings and shared
purposes, they develop communities of practice, sharing knowledge, revealing
tacit knowledge, and generating new knowledge. The focus of these communi-
ties of practice moves from that of the needs of adults, to the needs of the
students. They begin to frame their decisions based on the best interest of the
students. To varying degrees, these schools involve students in the experience
of democracy, and developing student leadership. For example, at HS Dogwood,
students are mentoring other students with adult facilitators and Dogwood
students are working side-by-side with teachers to develop a student advisory
curriculum.
As schools move from traditional organizations to professional learning
communities to democratic learning communities, their boundaries are
extended. First, as leaders open up their practices to be more inclusive, teachers
begin to share their practices with each other. As teachers begin to collaborate
about their teaching, they provide additional opportunities for students to share
while they learn. As practices within the school begin to open up, the school
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begins to include those outside the school in meaningful ways. Diverse ideas
and positions are respected and the school interacts as a partner in the greater
community. The university-school partnership and the accompanying grants
provide funding to support and encourage this transformation.
Conclusion
Advocates have called for transforming schools into more democratic systems
(Furman and Starratt, 2002; Glickman, 2003; Gross and Shapiro, 2005; Murphy,
2002; Woods, 2005). However, there is little empirically based evidence of how
democratic learning communities are established or the role of the leader in
the process, especially in high schools. This study illuminates some of the chal-
lenges and strategies that facilitate or impede the process of creating more
democratic schools that expand the boundaries of inquiry and discourse to
include a broader range of community stakeholders and that respect and
embrace issues of equity.
This multi-case study of five high schools suggests a pathway of change from
traditional school structures to professional learning communities to democra-
tic learning communities based on the level of implementation of the IDEALS.
Establishing informal and formal structures that create opportunities for inquiry
and discourse as well as providing support for shared leadership are the first
steps towards establishing a learning community. School leaders who frame the
inquiry and discourse around solutions, rather than problems facilitate the
development of group ownership and empowerment. Through meetings in
small groups and identification of learning teams which focus on solutions,
teachers develop leadership skills. On the other hand, if these team sessions
raise issues without solutions, they may stagnate and cause members to feel
powerless. With these structures and supports in place, classroom practices are
shared and teachers become learner-centered, rather than teacher-centered,
allowing authenticity to become a focus. As the process builds, teachers expand
their views and consider how students learn as they plan their lessons and
begin to experiment with student collaboration, deeper inquiry, and allow
students to construct their own knowledge. From authenticity processes in
teaching and learning, service learning and ethos become a possibility and
issues of equity emerge. Equity issues begin to be illuminated in those schools
that review and study extensively their data. In these schools, the culture and
perspective of students and stakeholders is embraced and the boundaries of the
school are expanded and become more inclusive.
In smaller schools, establishing structures for Inquiry and Discourse create
formidable challenges due to the multiple assignments of teachers and the
 difficulty of securing substitutes. At the same time, smaller schools tend to have
more flexibility in their day-to-day scheduling so that leaders who understand
the need for collaboration, become creative in establishing these processes. The
need for leaders to understand the concept of democracy and for them to be
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willing to risk expecting some new structures and strategies facilitates the
movement of their schools towards becoming a democracy. Democracy in
practice is a complex process. There is not one best way or even one pathway
to establish the conditions through which to arrive at democratic learning
communities. In fact, the two suburban high schools approach implementation
differently, but both progress in democratic processes to meet their grant goals.
Yet, both begin with inquiry, discourse, and shared leadership, which act as a
foundation for implementing authenticity, then equity and service.
One of the high schools remains a traditional school with a leader who lacks
the understanding of what it meant to be a learning community, as described
by Wells and Feun (2007). The teachers at HS Cherry remain isolated and
focused on barriers to change. This inward focus thwarts their growth. Two of
the high schools demonstrate characteristics of a learning community, with
teachers accepting leadership roles and responsibilities. In these schools, the
classroom boundaries are expanded by sharing of best practices within their
school and with other schools. Based on a foundation of built trust, these school
communities are sharing leadership and critiquing their own practices.
Through these processes, both move towards school improvement and build
community, as described by Murphy (2002). Faculty members at the two
suburban high schools work together to develop communities of practice
(Printy, 2004) and begin to focus decisions on the best interest of students
(Stefkovich and Begley, 2007). These schools begin to extend democratic prac-
tices across boundaries and include more community members. These schools
are focusing on collective concerns of collective responsibility for student
learning and equity, as they move towards becoming a democratic learning
community, as depicted in Figure 1.
As schools move along the continuum from traditional schools to professional
learning communities and on to democratic learning communities, they extend
their traditional boundaries. School leaders and teachers become competent in
the use of new collaborative structures for sharing best practices and leader-
ship as well as critiquing struggles and norms. Isolation and traditional school-
ing practices diminish. They analyze the needs of others and expand the
boundaries of the school by considering student, parental, and then commu-
nity needs. As professional learning communities develop, opportunities for
student voice and expressions of student diversity within the school arise. In
moving beyond PLC to democratic community, school members share power,
authority and critical decisions; examine and act upon issues of equity; and
consider serving others both within and outside the school. Providing democ-
ratic schools sounds simple in theory, yet this investigation demonstrates that,
in practice, implementing democratic processes requires time, a level of under-
standing, networking and external support, and purposeful actions of school
leaders as they progress through the continuum of change.
Being a democratic school is not a static state a school attains. Rather, it is a
journey of educators who teach and work for democracy in their schools and
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communities. It often begins with a single step and involves a set of shared
ideals to which the school strives—ideals reflected in the school’s vision and
everyday practices. Taking the first step involves creating structures to facili-
tate the sharing of best practices and may lead to the second step, the develop-
ment of trust, which may in turn lead to additional steps. While no road map
exists, the democratic IDEALS provide a framework through which to expand
the traditional school boundaries and make honorable the quest.
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